RUN NAME  | SPSS SETUP FOR SAMPLE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT  
FILE NAME  | SAMPLE  

VARIABLE LIST  
- RES, DATE, AGE, SEX, HOME, TRIBE, INCOME, BLOOD, LANG, REP, EDUC, CLASPRES, CLASNEED, MATPRES, MATNEED, EQUIPRES, EQUIPNEED, SPEDPRES, SPEDNEED, PERPRES, PERNEED, CARPRES, CARNEED, EDUCPRES, EDUCNEED, PSYPRES, PSYNEED, LIBPRES, LIBNEED, HEAPRES, HEANEED, FOODPRES, FOODNEED, TRANPRES, TRANNEED, SOCRES, SOCNEED, TUTPRES, TUTNEED, REPRES, REPNED, QUADRES, QUADNEED, QOUTPRES, QOUTNEED, DATEPRES, DATEDNEED, CULTPRES, CULTNEED, SPACPRES, SPACNEED, DESKPRES, DESKNEED, FQUPRES, EQUNED, MOTIPRES, MOTTNEED, ATTPRES, ATTNED, ACAPRES, ACANEED, ENTHPRES, ENTHNEED, ADQUPRES, ADQUNED, ADTPRES, ADTNEED, C1, RES2, ASEPRES, ADNEED, ADREPRES, ADRENEED, TEQUPRES, TEQUNED, TEETPRES, TEETNEED, TESEPRES, TESENED, AIDPRES, AIDNEED, BILIPRES, BILINEED, CULPRES, CULNEED, COUNPRES, COUNNEED, LIBPRES, LIBNEED, LIASPRES, LIASNEED, SECRES, SECNER, PRTIPRES, PRTINEED, NALPRES, NALNEED, ARTPRES, ARTNEED, DNPRES, DANEED, HSTPRES, HSTNEED, SNEAPRES, SPEAPRES, SPEANED, SPORPRES, SPORNEED, MUSIPRES, MUSINEED, TRIPRES, TRIPNEED, FILMPRES, FILMNEED, CLUPRES, CLUNED, RECPRES, RECNED, LEAPRES, LEAĐNEED, COMMRES, COMMNEED, BOARPRES, BOARNEED, PAREPRES, PARENEED, FUNDPRES, FUNDNEED, AREAPRES, AREANED, DEVEPRES, DEVENED, INOLVE, ELDCON, TEXTREV, EDAWARE, EDUCGOAL, NEEDASES, CURRPOS, CURNATAM, TEACHNA, SPECNOG, COUNCAR, FOLLOWUP, SPECGIFT, ALCOHREG, C2, RES3, ALCO, DRABUSE, DEVELOG, COMMUNIC, BASICSKL, CULPRED, EXTRACUR, PSYCHOL, RIGHTS, STUDASES, RACSTRES, BILEDUC, LEADSP, SKILLPRE, MEALSUT, PARINVOL, SCHLBD, C3/ 
- RES, RESPONDENT NUMBER/ 
- DATE, DATE/ 
- AGE, AGE/ 
- SEX, SEX/ 

VAR LABELS  
- HOME, TYPE OF HOME AREA/ 
- TRIBE, TRIBE/ 
- INCOME, FAMILY INCOME LEVEL/ 
- BLOOD, BLOOD QUANTUM/ 
- LANG, NATIVE LANGUAGE SPEAKER/ 
- REP, REPRESENTATION OF RESPONDENT/ 
- EDUC, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENT/ 
- CLASPRES, CLASS-SIZE AT PRESENT/ 
- CLASNEED, CLASS-SIZE NEEDS/ 
- MATPRES, TEACHING MATERIALS AT PRESENT/ 
- MATNEED, TEACHING MATERIALS NEEDS/ 
- EQUIPRES, INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT AT PRESENT/ 
- EQUIPNEED, INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT NEEDS/ 
- SPEDPRES, SPECIAL EDUCATION AT PRESENT/ 
- SPEDNEED, SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS/ 
- PERPRES, PERSONAL COUNSELING AT PRESENT/ 
- PERNEED, PERSONAL COUNSELING NEEDS/ 
- CARPRES, CAREER GUIDANCE AT PRESENT/ 
- CARNEED, CAREER GUIDANCE NEEDS/ 
- EDUCPRES, EDUCATIONAL TESTING AT PRESENT/ 
- EDUCNEED, EDUCATIONAL TESTING NEEDS/ 
- PSYPRES, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING AT PRESENT/ 
- PSYNEED, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING NEEDS/ 
- LIBPRES, LIBRARY SERVICES AT PRESENT/ 
- LIBNEED, LIBRARY SERVICES NEEDS/ 
- HEAPRES, HEALTH SERVICES AT PRESENT/ 
- HEANEED, HEALTH SERVICES NEEDS/ 
- FOODPRES, FOOD SERVICES AT PRESENT/ 
- FOODNEED, FOOD SERVICES NEEDS/ 
- TRANPRES, TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AT PRESENT/
TRANNEED, TRANSPORTATION SERVICES NEEDS
SOCPRES, SOCIAL SERVICES AT PRESENT
SOCNEED, SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDS
TUTPRES, TUTORING SERVICES AT PRESENT
TUTNEED, TUTORING SERVICES NEEDS
REFPRES, REFERRAL SERVICES AT PRESENT
REFNEED, REFERRAL SERVICES NEEDS
QUALPRES, QUALITY, OR NUMBER OF TEXTBOOKS AT PRESENT
QUALNEED, QUALITY OF TEXTBOOKS NEEDED
QUANPRES, QUANTITY, OR NUMBER OF TEXTBOOKS AT PRESENT
QUANNEED, QUANTITY, OR NUMBER OF TEXTBOOKS NEEDED
DATEPRES, TEXTBOOKS UP-TO-DATE AT PRESENT
DATENEED, UP-TO-DATE TEXTBOOKS NEEDED
CULTPRES, CULTURAL SENSITIVITY TEXTBOOKS AT PRESENT
CULTNEED, CULTURAL SENSITIVITY OF TEXTBOOKS NEEDED
SPACPRES, SPACE AVAILABLE AT PRESENT
SPACNEED, SPACE NEEDED
ADSEPRES, ADMIN SENSITIVITY TO STUDENT NEEDS
ADSENEED, NEEDED ADMIN SENSITIVITY TO STUDENTS
ADREPREPRES, ADMINISTRATIVE RESOLUTION CONFLICTS, PRES
ADRENEED, ADMIN RESOLUTION CONFLICTS NEEDED
TEQUPRES, TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS AT PRESENT
TEQUNEED, TEACHER QUALIFICATION NEEDS
TEETPRES, ETHNIC REPRESENTATION TEACHERS PRESENT
TEETNEED, ETHNIC REPRESENTATION TEACHERS NEEDED
TESEPRES, TEACHER SENSITIVITY TO STUDENT NEEDS
TESENEED, NEEDED TEACHER SENSITIVITY TO STUDENTS
AIDEPRES, TEACHER AIDES AT PRESENT
AIDENEED, TEACHER AIDES NEEDED
BILIPRES, BILINGUAL AIDES AT PRESENT
BILINEED, BILINGUAL AIDES NEEDED
CULSPRES, CULTURAL SPECIALISTS AT PRESENT
CULSPNED, CULTURAL SPECIALISTS NEEDED
COUNPRES, COUNSELORS AT PRESENT
COUNNEED, COUNSELOR NEEDS
LIBRPRES, LIBRARIANS AT PRESENT
LIBRNEED, LIBRARIANS NEEDS
LIASPRES, HOME-SCHOOL LIAISON AT PRESENT
LIASNEED, HOME-SCHOOL LIAISON NEEDS
SECRPRES, SECRETARIAL-Clerical AT PRESENT
SECRNEED, SECRETARIAL-Clerical NEEDS
PRTRPRES, TRANSPORTATION PERSONNEL AT PRESENT
PRTRNEED, TRANSPORTATION PERSONNEL NEEDS
NALAPRES, NATIVE LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES AT PRESENT
NALANEED, NATIVE LANGUAGE ACTIVITY NEEDS
ARTPRES, NATIVE AMERICAN ART ACTIVITIES AT PRESENT
ARTNEED, NATIVE AMERICAN ART ACTIVITY NEEDS
DANPRES, NATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC-DANCE AT PRESENT
DANEED, NATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC-DANCE NEEDS
HISTPRES, NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY AT PRESENT
HISTNEED, NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY NEEDS
SPEAPRES, NATIVE AMERICAN SPEAKERS AT PRESENT
SPEANEED, NATIVE AMERICAN SPEAKER NEEDS
SPORPRES, SPORTS ACTIVITIES AT PRESENT
SPORNEED, SPORTS ACTIVITY NEEDS
MUSIPRES, MUSIC ACTIVITIES AT PRESENT
MUSINEED, MUSIC ACTIVITY NEEDS
TRIPPRES, FIELD TRIPS AT PRESENT
TRIPNEED, FIELD TRIP NEEDS
FILMPRES, FILMS AT PRESENT
FILMNEED, FILM NEEDS
CLUBPRES, INDIAN CLUB AT PRESENT/
CLUBNEED, INDIAN CLUB NEEDS/
RECRPRES, OTHER RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES AT PRESENT/
RECRNEED, OTHER RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY NEEDS/
LEADPRES, LEADERSHIP POLICIES AT PRESENT/
LEADNEED, LEADERSHIP POLICY NEEDS/
COMMPRES, COMMUNICATION OF POLICY AT PRESENT/
COMMNEED, COMMUNICATION OF POLICY NEEDS/
BOARPRES, SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTATION AT PRESENT/
BOARNED, SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTATION NEEDS/
PAREPRES, PARENTAL POLICY INVOLVEMENT AT PRESENT/
PARENNEED, PARENTAL POLICY INVOLVEMENT NEEDS/
FUNDPRES, FUNDING LEVELS AT PRESENT/
FUNDNEED, FUNDING LEVEL NEEDS/
AREAPRES, FUNDING REPRESENTATION AT PRESENT/
AREANEED, FUNDING REPRESENTATION NEEDS/
DEVEPRES, FUNDING DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS AT PRESENT/
DEVENEED, FUNDING DEVELOPMENT EFFORT NEEDS/
INOLVE, PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT WITH SCH ENCOURAGED/
ELDCON, STUDENT CONTACT-ELDERS PART OF CURRICULUM/
TEXTREV, CURRICULUM REVISIONS REFLECT INDIAN CUL/
EDWARE, EDUCATIONAL STAFF MORE AWARE DIFFICULTY/
EDUGOAL, EDUCATIONAL GOALS COMMUNICATED COMMUNITY/
NEEDASES, STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSED EVERY YEAR/
CURRPOS, CURRICULUM PRESENTS POSITIVE N A IMAGE/
CURNAS, MORE EMPHASIS ON INDIAN ARTS DANCE MUSIC/
TEACHNA, TEACHER AWARENESS N A CULTURE GOOD/

SPECSPROG, SPECIAL PROGRAMS PROVIDED TO HANDICAPPED/
COUNCAR, STUDENTS NEED CAREER COUNSELING/
FOLLOWUP, SCHOOL PROVIDES FOLLOW UP FOR DROPOUTS/
SPECGIFT, SCHOOL PROVIDES SERVICES TO GIFTED STUD/
ALCOHDRG, TEACHERS AWARE ALCOHOL & DRUG PROBLEMS/
C2, CARD2/
RES3, RESPONDENT NUMBER/
ALCO, ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAMS SHOULD BE PROVIDED/
DRABUSE, DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS SHOULD BE PROVIDED/
DEVLEGED, SCHOOL SHOULD PROVIDE PARENT PROGRAMS/
COMMUNIC, PARENT TECH COMMUNICATION COULD IMPROVE/
BASICSL, MORE EMPHASIS ON READING WRITING ARITH/
CULPRIDE, TEACHERS ENCOURAGE SELF WORTH & CULT PRIDE/
EXTRACUR, EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE/
PSYCHOL, TESTING IN SCHOOL CULTURALLY BIASED/
RIGHTS, PARENTS AND STUDENTS TOLD ABOUT RIGHTS/
STUDAS, STUDENTS ARE GIVEN A CHANCE TO ASSESS/
RACSTRES, RACIAL STRESS IS HIGH AT SCHOOL/
BILEDUC, SCHOOL NEEDS TO EMPHASIZE BILINGUAL EDUC/
LEADERSP, SCHOL PREPARES STUDENTS FOR LEADERSHIP/
SKILLPRE, SCHOL PREPARES STUDENTS FOR SKILLS/
MEALSNU, MEALS MEET NUTRITIONAL NEEDS STUDENTS/
PARINVOL, MORE PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT WOULD IMPROVE SCHLBD, SCHOOL BOARD REPRESENTS ETHNIC GROUPS/
C3, CARD3/
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